Spectacular Superyachts for
a Private Nautical Escape
Chartering a superyacht offers the perfect idyllic holiday escape, private, flexible and safe.
Cruise along breathtaking stretches of the great Australian coastline or to island paradises
like Fiji and French Polynesia, golden beaches and a dreamy tropical vibe stirring your
wanderlust.
Your clients can climb aboard with loved ones and embark on a truly indulgent adventure,
exploring in unhurried style and comfort, creating treasured travel memories that will last a
lifetime. The truly bespoke nature of a superyacht holiday means ultimate flexibility for your
guests, allowing them to plan the perfect island-hopping adventure, on their terms and in the
capable hands of an expert crew. All that’s left is to sit back, relax, and revel in spectacular
seascapes and coastlines in the company of family or friends.

DE LISLE III
Hosts: 8 Guests
Explores: Australia East Coast
DE LISLE III is 137 feet of absolute luxury spread over four levels. Combining relaxed
indoor/outdoor free-flowing spaces, DE LISLE III is designed for indulging when exploring
and at leisure. Refitted in 2018, no expense has been spared with quality finishes and the
latest technology fitted throughout the ship. She accommodates eight guests in her four
comfortably appointed staterooms.

MASTEKA 2
Hosts: 12 Guests
Explores: Sydney & The Whitsundays
This world-class luxury charter yacht with an Australian and South Pacific focus provides
charters with unbeatable local knowledge. For game fishing enthusiasts, MASTEKA 2 has a
companion vessel perfect for fishing and day tours, with the option to have a qualified dive
master onboard. Her expansive deck space, sleek lines and functional layout make her an
elegant choice.

INFINITY PACIFIC
Hosts: 10 Guests
Explores: Sydney
INFINITY PACIFIC’s sleek profile conceals a voluminous five-cabin interior. Cool and clean
styling abounds, with up to 10 guests easily accommodated in the master suite and four
double cabins. Admire spectacular views from the interior dining area, relax in the sun deck
Jacuzzi, and unwind in the evening with a full-service bar.

SILENTWORLD
Hosts: 12 Guests
Explores: French Polynesia
SILENTWORLD is a flawless example of craftsmanship and elegance. Offering
accommodation across six cabins, she offers the perfect balance of unrivalled comfort and
style. Drink in the changing scenery on the large open sundeck, unwind in the Jacuzzi spa,
and for the more active, SILENTWORLD offers an array of water toys; including a custombuilt Blackwatch tender perfect for morning fishing adventures.

GHOST II
Hosts: 12 Guests
Explores: Sydney
GHOST II and her striking black hull are the perfect luxury base for a Sydney adventure. Her
five luxurious cabins are complemented by local ingredients sourced (or caught) by her
Australian chef, and a water sports offering including a 28ft Ribco tender and an array of
other toys. A spacious fly-bridge allows guests to indulge in dancing, sun lounging or
relaxing in the Jacuzzi in complete privacy.

SETTLEMENT
Hosts: 10 Guests
Explores: The Whitsundays, Fiji, Vanuatu, PNG, Solomon
Islands
Elegantly appointed SETTLEMENT is the perfect vessel for your most discerning client and
nine friends to embark on a coastal adventure. There are plenty of luxurious facilities for
onboard relaxation, including a full wet bar and opulently decorated lounge spaces, as well as
an impressive entertainment system. Feeling active? Take advantage of the swim platform
and numerous water toys including jet skis and scuba gear. Up on the flybridge, relax in the
Jacuzzi or catch some sun on the lounges as the vessel cruises through paradise.

AKIKO
Hosts: 8 Guests
Explores: The Kimberley & Western Australia, South East Asia
AKIKO offers an adventure platform for the perfect Australian experiential escape. The 34m
expedition yacht features a sophisticated exterior and spacious, impeccably decorated
interiors. Full height windows invite dazzling views as she cruises remote waters. With a
private chef and five crew to cater to your client’s every need, AKIKO is the perfect private
haven afloat. A variety of water toys adds some opportunity for adventure to the experience.

FRATELLI
Hosts: 12 Guests
Explores: The Kimberley, Western Australia
FRATELLI's sleek and sporty profile is sure to turn heads. Launched in March 2019, her five
comfortably appointed cabins are complemented by a silver oak finish and luxurious leisure
spaces including a spacious sundeck and Jacuzzi perfect for whiling the days away. The
adventurous design and surprising practicality make her an impressive choice for a private
seaborne getaway.

ONEWORLD
Hosts: 12 Guests
Explores: Sydney & The Whitsundays
With a modern interior and large expansive decks, ONEWORLD offers endless space to revel
on a private getaway. She can host up to 12 guests in five luxuriously appointed guest suites
each with an en suite bathroom and entertainment system. The on-board chef can take
guests on a tailored culinary adventure or they can experience the water activities on board
including the giant inflatable slide.

BELUGA
Hosts: 10 Guests
Explores: Port Douglas, Whitsundays & The Great Barrier Reef,
Fiji, Vanuatu, PNG, Solomon Islands
BELUGA is an explorer-style motor yacht, with robust elegant style sleeping up to 10 guests
across her five staterooms. One for keen anglers, she operates with her own chaseboat fully
equipped for all types of fishing, scuba and snorkelling adventures. Enjoy truly luxurious
privacy lounging on the expansive sundeck or in the “Grand Crow’s Nest”, ideal for whale
watching, reef spotting, or enjoying a champagne sunset.

MOHASUWEI
Hosts: 8 Guests
Explores: Sydney, Great Barrier Reef
With her distinctive Italian styling, MOHASUWEI offers a luxurious platform for your
clients next luxury escape. Comfortably appointed lounge spaces, including a media room,
allow maximum relaxation. Or, recline on the large deck with its panoramic views of the
spectacular surroundings soaking up the sun as the vessel cuts through sparkling waters.
Guests can step straight into the ocean or revel in a little adventure with a variety of water
toys on board.

AURORA
Hosts: 8 Guests
Explores: Sydney & The Whitsundays
Exuding luxury, the cherry wood interior draws you in to the haven of AURORA. Your client
and their seven closest family and friends can relax in the spacious saloon, gazing through
the panoramic windows to a tropical paradise. Unwinding on the flybridge with a bar and
grill, feasting as they cruise with a gourmet chef. Guests can explore the surroundings with
snorkelling gear and inflatable toys, and can even enjoy a morning workout with onboard
weights.

TANGO
Hosts: 8 Guests
Explores: East Coast Australia
One of the largest superyacht experiences in Sydney Harbour, TANGO offers incredible
space to luxuriate in private paradise. Captain Russell has a longstanding relationship with
the yacht and her owner, his knowledge extending beyond Sydney Harbour and along the
fabulous Australian coastline. Up to eight guests are accommodated in four cabins on board,
and the newly added beach club provides direct access to the water, as well as the
watersports offerings onboard.

IROUE
Hosts: 8 Guests
Explores: New Caledonia
Led by French captain Michel Bonnet and his crew, your client and their friends and family
can cruise in New Caledonian luxury with expert knowledge at their fingertips. The name
IROUE originates from a nearby islet, known for its rich marine wildlife, perfect for
snorkelling and swimming. With four luxuriously appointed rooms, cruise the crystal waters
in true comfort, relaxing on the spacious decks and savouring a meal inside as the sun goes
down, and the breathtaking landscapes stretch into the great blue yonder.

